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Abstract: Chemistry is a highly technical field that relies heavily on a range of
symbolic and imagic formalisms. These formalisms conceptualize specific chemical
knowledge into semiotic resources that are rarely used elsewhere in most other
academic fields or contexts. To develop an understanding of semiosis in highly
technical fields such as chemistry, key questions include what this range of
formalisms do and why they occur. These are key questions not only for our
understanding of semiosis, but also if we wish to develop integrated literacy
programs that can support students to marshal the multimodal discourse of chem-
istry. This paper explores these questions by examining how three key chemical
formalisms organize their meaning: symbolic formalisms known as chemical
formulas and chemical equations, and an imagic formalism known as structural
formulas. Drawing on Systemic Functional Linguistics and using a corpus of
formalisms from secondary school chemistry, these formalisms are explored in
terms of their overarching grammatical organization and the content meanings they
realize through the concept of “field.” This is used to compare and contrast each
formalism in terms of a semiotic typology so as to understand how they work and
what meanings they realize. By exploring chemical formalisms in this way, this
paper establishes a means of seeing the similarities and differences in meaning-
making across formalisms and explaining why different formalisms occur. This then
begins to provide a base upon which applied programs can interpret the literacy
needs of chemistry.
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1 The multisemiotic discourse of chemistry

Chemistry is a key science taught across theworld. Aswith all sciences, its knowledge
is complex and intricate, and so potentially holds barriers for students to achieve
success (Halliday and Martin 1993). However, what is peculiar to chemistry is its
sheer range of subject-specific semiotic resources. Although biology typically uses a
range of images and diagrams (Parodi 2012) and physics additionally utilizes a high
degree of mathematics (Doran 2018a; Lemke 1998), chemistry goes beyond this by
including a significantlywider range of relatively distinct formalisms that tend not to
occur in other subjects (Gilbert and Treagust 2009). These formalisms include a range
of symbolic formalisms such as chemical formulas that show the components of a
chemical substance, as in (1):

(1) H2O

And chemical equations that show chemical reactions, as in (2):

(2) 2H2(g) + O2(g) / 2H2O(l)

Chemistry also includes imagic formalisms such as structural formulas that show the
spatial organization of molecules, as in Figure 1.

Just as it is vital for students to learn the language, images, and mathematics of
any particular subject in order to engage with its powerful knowledge (Martin 2013),
it is crucial for students of chemistry to learn how to read and write its range of
chemical formalisms. However, numerous studies have reported that students face
significant difficulties in understanding chemical formalisms (Arasasingham et al.
2004; Taskin and Bernholt 2014; Vladušić et al. 2016). To address similar literacy
challenges associated with language and other semiotic resources, many scholars
have argued that explicit literacy pedagogy is crucial across disciplines (e.g.,
Derewianka and Jones 2016; Rose and Martin 2012). These pedagogies have long
acknowledged the need for concepts of literacy to be extended into multisemiotic
literacy practices (The New London Group 1996; Unsworth 2001). However, in order
to extend such literacy programs into any particular multisemiotic discourse, it is
necessary to first understand how that discourse works. In the case of chemistry, this
means it is crucial to understand how the wide range of chemical formalisms make
their meaning.

O

H H

Figure 1: The structural formula of water molecules.
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This paper will focus on developing a semiotic description of distinct formal-
isms used in chemistry. It will consider first what this range of formalisms does in
terms of how they organize the technical content meaning of chemistry, before
then exploring why this range of formalisms occurs. To this end, it will aim to
develop a rich semiotic description of chemical formalisms that can take a step
toward a more comprehensive semiotic typology of formalisms used in broader
academic discourse. Although this description and typology are driven by educa-
tional concerns in terms of multimodal literacy pedagogy, the focus of this paper is
primarily descriptive, with pedagogical questions touched on only briefly as they
become relevant.

An approach that puts meaning central to its descriptive work across semiosis is
Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL). Focusing on language, for example, numerous
SFL studies have examined how language works in different disciplines in terms of,
for example, grammar, discourse semantics, register, and genre (Halliday and
Martin 1993; Hao 2020; Martin and Rose 2008; Martin and Veel 1998; Martin et al.
2020; Maton et al. 2021). In recent decades with the multimodal turn in discourse
analysis, this has been expanded intomultimodal discourse, including images (Kress
and van Leeuwen 2021; O’Toole 1994), mathematical symbolism (Doran 2018a;
O’Halloran 2005), and animation (He 2021; He and van Leeuwen 2019), sometimes
under the name of Systemic Functional Semiotics (SFS; e.g., Martin 2011). For
chemical formalisms, crucial early work in this regard has been developed by Liu
(2011, 2018), Liu and Dwi-Nugroho (2012), Liu and Taber (2016), who has given a rich
sense of the possible meaning-making resources different formalisms present.
However, to this point, comparative tools necessary for understanding why one
formalismmay be used over another have not yet been developed. This paper builds
upon this background to explore in detail how chemical formalisms work – asking
what various chemical formalisms do and how we can understand why one may be
used over another in any particular text. In doing so, it extends the descriptive scope
of Systemic Functional Semiotics by being explicitly typological; it aims to draw upon
multiple theoretical parameters to illustrate the similarities and differences across
these formalisms, so as tomap the range of possibilities that occurwithin the general
semiotic region of academic formalisms (Doran 2019).

The three formalisms to be focused on in this paper are known as chemical
formulas, chemical equations, and structural formulas. We will first briefly outline
each formalism before considering previous studies and exploring in depth how
each formalism builds its meanings.

Chemical formulas show the composition of a chemical substance. For example,
the chemical formula in (3) shows the composition of a water molecule:

(3) H2O
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‘H’ and ‘O’ represent hydrogen and oxygen atoms, and the subscript number ‘2’ refers
to the quantity of hydrogen atoms – that there are 2 hydrogen atoms per oxygen
atom.1

By contrast, chemical equations represent chemical reactions involving chemical
formulas. For example, the chemical equation in (4) presents a chemical reaction that
yields two molecules of water (2H2O) from hydrogen gas (H2) and oxygen gas (O2):

(4) 2H2(g) + O2(g) / 2H2O(l)

The left side of the arrow denotes the components that react to form water (called
reactants), and the right side denotes the product, water. Chemical formulas, such as
H2O, are in fact part of chemical equations as they show the chemical matter (tech-
nically known as “chemical species”) involved in the reaction. The addition of the
number ‘2’ at the beginning of ‘2H2O(l)’ indicates the relative number of water mole-
cules involved in the reaction (called the “coefficient”), while the sign ‘(l)’ indicates it is
a liquid, as opposed to three other states of gas ‘(g)’, solid ‘(s)’ and aqueous ‘(aq)’.2

Finally, structural formulas are imagic representations of molecules that show
both molecules’ spatial layout and how their component atoms are bonded together.
For example, Figure 1 above presented the structural formula for water. This
structural formula depicts that each of the two hydrogen atoms (H) is bonded to an
oxygen atom (O). The single line joining each hydrogen atom to the oxygen atom
indicates that they are linked by a single bond, known as a “covalent” bond (Ebbing
and Gammon 2008: 57). The spatial arrangement between the atoms is said to
represent the actual spatial organization of the molecule.

From this brief survey of the three formalisms, we can see that, although all
three chemical formalisms shown above relate to the same thing – water – they
organize their meanings in different ways. Chemical formulas largely show
composition, chemical equations show composition and change, and structural
formulas show composition and spatial arrangement. This paperwill begin from this
starting point to explore the similarities and differences between these formalisms in
more detail so as to understand how they organize their meanings.

1 For readers with more technical understanding of chemistry, this formula can indicate more
technical meaning than this, such as the relative electronegativity of the elements – roughly the
ability of an atom to attract electrons (Brown et al. 2012: 299). For example, the formulaH2O is written
in this sequence and not OH2 because, by convention, elements with less electronegativity typically
come first. Thus this formula indicates that hydrogen has less electronegativity than oxygen (see Yu
2021 for a more fully developed semiotic description of chemical formulas). Nonetheless, for our
purposes in this paper, the critical feature of chemical formulas is that they present the composition
of a molecule.
2 An aqueous solution is distinct from a liquid in these equations, referring to a solution where the
solvent – the substance that dilutes the molecule being specified – is water.
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As noted above, this studywill view chemical formalisms from the perspective of
Systemic Functional Linguistics (Halliday andMatthiessen 2014). In particular, it will
draw on the model in Yu (2021), which builds a comprehensive and systematized
semiotic description of chemical formalisms. This description extends the critical
early SFL work on chemical formalisms given by Liu (2011, 2018). In order to
understand the principles underpinning the comparison in this paper, Section 2 will
briefly review Liu’s semiotic description before outlining a distinct approach to
semiotic description concerned with developing a functional semiotic typology
(Doran 2019). This new approach will then be used to compare the similarities and
differences between the chemical formalisms and interpret their role in building
chemical knowledge. Section 3 will then introduce the theoretical tools for com-
parison and Section 4 will analyze the meaning-making of the three chemical
formalisms. Based on these analyses, this paper will then discuss the typological
relations between the three formalisms in Section 5 and their disciplinary affor-
dances for organising chemistry knowledge in Section 6.

2 Literature review

As mentioned above, the work most relevant to the present study has been
developed by Liu (2011, 2018). This section will provide a brief overview of Liu’s
work before proposing a distinct approach to describing chemical formalisms that
enables a comparison of the similarities and differences between these formalisms
in terms of their own unique functionalities. Following O’Halloran’s (2005)
description of mathematics, Liu’s work draws on a “language-based” perspective
for viewing chemical formalisms. This approach involves using descriptive cate-
gories from Halliday’s descriptions of English (e.g., Halliday and Matthiessen 2014)
to understand these formalisms and to support text analysis where they regularly
co-occur with language. For example, in chemical equation (5) Liu (2011: 152) draws
on Halliday’s system of transitivity from English to describe the experiential
meaning of this equation. Here it is described as being similar to a relational
identifying clause in English (Halliday and Matthiessen 2014), using a
Token^Process^Value structure:

(5) CaCO3 / CaO + CO2

Token Process Value

Liu (2011: 152) justifies this analysis by arguing that “CaCO3/ CaO + CO2 construe[s]
similar experiential meaning with that of the linguistic clause calcium carbonate
decomposes into calcium oxide and carbon dioxide.” Such an analysis is useful for
bringing out the similarities between chemical formalisms and language, and allows
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for comparable meanings to be traced across a multisemiotic text. However, for our
purposes in this paper, it runs the risk of basing the description of chemical
formalisms on their translations into language, which makes it difficult to see the
unique functionality of individual chemical formalisms. That is, describing chemical
formalisms on the basis of their translation into English while using the same
descriptive categories as English, could potentially obscure the differences between
these resources and English, as both the descriptive categories and the basis for
determining these categories derive from English.

For instance, as Liu’s description indicates, a key feature of relational identifying
clauses in English is that they are realized through Token^Process^Value structures.
These structures are reversible in English without changing ideational “content”
meaning (though there are shifts in textual meaning). For example, both (6) and (7)
are acceptable in English, with the nominal groups “Hydrogen” and “the smallest
element” swapped in sequence:

(6) Hydrogen is the smallest element
Token Process Value

(7) The smallest element is hydrogen
Value Process Token

An issue arises when this description is transferred over to chemical equations, as
reversibility is not possible without changing the ideational meaning. That is, (8) is
not the same as (9):

(8) CaCO3 / CaO + CO2

Token Process Value

(9) CaO + CO2 / CaCO3

Value Process Token

The two structures in English and chemical equations, then, do not show the same
formal alternations. In addition, relational identifying clauses in English, as the
name suggests, establish an identity between the Token and Value. Halliday and
Matthiessen (2014: 276) explain this by noting that: “one entity is being used to
identify another: ‘x is identified by a’, or ‘a serves to define the identity of a’.”
However, as we will argue below, interpreting a chemical equation as an identity
relation obscures its meaning as describing unfolding reactions (Brown et al. 2012:
78) – events – as opposed to a static identity, that Martin (1992) calls activities.

Finally, drawing on descriptive features of English suggests that chemical
equations will have a similar set of choices in this area of the grammar to that of
English. For example, describing chemical equations as relational identifying clauses
implies that there should be a distinct choice of another type of relational clause,
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such as, say, a relational attributive clause, or another process type altogether. That
is, it suggests distinctions comparable between (10) (identifying) and (11)
(attributive):

(10) Hydrogen is the smallest element
Token Process Value

(11) Hydrogen is small
Carrier Process Attribute

But as Liu (2011: 152) acknowledges, there is no such distinction in chemical
equations – there is only the “identifying” mode. Thus, by labelling the chemical
equation as a relational identifying clause, the description does not clearly highlight
the differences between chemical equations and English clauses in terms of either
their possible structural organization (their syntagmatic environment) or the sets of
choices in which they sit (their paradigmatic environment), nor does it capture the
distinctions in the “meanings” that chemical equations and relational identifying
clauses in English realize.

This points to a broader consideration that by transferring descriptive termi-
nology of English over to chemical equations, Liu’s (2011) description emphasizes
similarities between these resources but downplays the differences between them.
This can be useful for language description if there are very explicit criteria forwhy
they are used (see Quiroz 2013 for an in-depth critique of the use of descriptive
categories in language description in this regard; and Martin 2011; Doran 2018a,
2018b for a critique along similar lines for multimodal description). However,
transferring categories from one semiotic resource like language to describe other
semiotic resources like those of chemical formalisms runs the risk of homogenizing
descriptions andwatering down the specific functionality of each resource. This is a
particular challenge when the aim of the description is to compare and contrast the
similarities and differences between resources and consider why they are used.

As such, this paper will take a different approach to the description from that of
Liu (2011, 2018). Rather than transferring specific grammatical categories over from
English, it will draw on more general theoretical principles of Systemic Functional
Semiotics to put forward its grammatical descriptions and view the meanings being
realized. Together, this will allow a multi-perspectival view of chemical formalisms
where they can be compared and contrasted in terms of their own unique
functionality.

More specifically, this paper will contribute to the development of a “functional
semiotic typology” for academic formalisms, so as to establish a framework for
comparing both the grammatical organization of formalisms and the technical
“meanings” they construe (Doran 2018b, 2019). Initial work by Doran (2019) built this
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semiotic typology across disciplines, comparing mathematics and nuclear equations
in physics with tree diagrams and system networks in linguistics. This paper will
complement this approach by developing its typology within the discipline of
chemistry. In doing so, it will both build an understanding of how chemistry
knowledge is organized semiotically and expand our understanding of symbolic and
imagic formalisms in general.

To develop this typology, this paper will compare each formalism’s grammatical
organization by considering the predominant types of structure they show in their
grammar (Halliday 1981 [1965]). By “grammar” here, we mean the systems and
structures that organize the possible configurations used in chemical formalisms
(along the lines of Kress and van Leeuwen’s (2021) “grammar” of images). Com-
plementing this grammatical view, we will also explore the types of technical
meaning they construe by comparing the meanings they realize in terms of the
Systemic Functional Linguistic concept of field (using themodel given inMartin 1992;
Wignell et al. 1989 and extended in Doran and Martin 2021). Field is a more abstract
level of meaning that is realized through what SFL calls “ideational meanings,” or in
more common-sense terms, the “content” meanings of discourse. Over many years,
work on field and ideational meaning has provided a useful perspective for under-
standing scientific meanings and how they are realized in language and other
semiotic resources (e.g., Halliday andMartin 1993; Lemke 1990;Martin and Veel 1998;
Maton et al. 2021).

Together, this dual analysis will provide a “bottom-up” perspective of the
formalisms in terms of their grammatical organization and a “top-down” perspective
in terms of the content meanings they realize, which together will help show the
unique functionalities of each formalism that make them useful for organising
chemistry knowledge. For data, this paper will focus on chemical formalisms used
in secondary school chemistry textbooks in New South Wales, Australia, with illus-
trative examples taken from Chan et al. (2018, 2019).

3 Basis of comparison

3.1 Field

This paper will use two theoretical tools from SFL: the register variable field, and its
understanding of types of grammatical structure. In common sense terms, field can
be broadly understood as organizing the content meanings of language or semiosis.
More technically, it is a resource for organizing the ideational meaning of a semiotic
system (Martin 1992). Under an evolving model of field proposed by Doran and
Martin (2021: 108), field can be described as a resource for construing phenomena
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statically as relations among items or dynamically as unfolding events (known as
activities) oriented to some global institutional purpose.

Froma static perspective,field canbe viewed in termsof twomain types of relation
between items: classification and composition. Classification is the relation between
items in terms of class and sub-class. For example, chemistry distinguishes between
two types of ion: cationsandanions. The items “cation” and “anion” are thus sub-classes
in relation to the more general item “ion.” Composition, on the other hand, is the
part-whole relations among items. For example, the explanation of atomic structure
depends on multiple levels of composition: an atom is composed of one nucleus and at
least one electron, and a nucleus is in turn composed of neutrons and protons.

From a dynamic perspective, field can view phenomena as activities that orga-
nize events and changes. Activities may be cyclical, where an event can recur
indefinitely, such as in, “electrons orbit the nucleus,” or they can be linear where a
single event occurs and eventually ends, for example, “a neutron strikes a nucleus”
(Doran and Martin 2021).

In addition, each of these items and activities may have certain properties that
may be graded and/or measured numerically. Properties can be understood as
qualities or positions of both items and activities that often enable a rich description
of phenomena. For example, properties may occur on items, as in “ice is hard,” or on
activities as in “ice melts into liquid water rapidly under heating.” There are two
main types of properties relevant to this study of chemical formalisms: qualitative
properties that give qualities of an item or activity such as “electrons are negatively
charged” and spatio-temporal properties that indicate the positions of the item or
activity in time or space, such as “electrons orbit around the nucleus.”

These options in field – static relations between items in terms of classification
or composition, dynamic unfoldings of cyclical or linear activities, and gradable
arrays of qualitative or spatio-temporal properties – offer a useful set of resources
for viewing different meanings realized by different chemical formalisms. Figure 2
presents a system network with the aspects of field important for this study. This
figure says that there are two main perspectives on field – a dynamic (activity)
perspective or a static (item) perspective. If dynamic is chosen, the activities can be
either cyclical or linear, or if static is chosen, the taxonomies produced can be of
classification or composition. It also says there may be two types of properties added
to the activities or items, qualitative properties and spatio-temporal properties.

3.2 Types of structure

Complementing the view fromfield, this paperwill also explore chemical formalisms
in terms of the types of structure they show in their grammar. This will help give a
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general sense of how the various formalisms are organized and how they combine
and arrange their meanings. SFL theory construes a rich array of types of structure
for language and other semiotic resources (e.g., Halliday 1979).Within this array, two
structure types that are particularly relevant for understanding chemical formal-
isms are known as multivariate and univariate structures (Halliday 1981 [1965]).

Multivariate structures involve structures where there are multiple functions
that can each occur only once. An example of this is the transitivity structure of the
English clause (Halliday and Matthiessen 2014; see also the example from Liu in (5)
above), as illustrated by (12):

(12) Electrons are negatively charged
Carrier Process Attribute

In this example, there are three Elements performing three distinct functions:
electrons functions as a Carrier, are functions as a Process and negatively charged
functions as an Attribute. These functions are distinct from each other, as they have
different grammatical possibilities and they can occur only once in a clause (Halliday
and Matthiessen 2014). For example, we could not add in an additional Process and
Attribute, to say something like:

*Electrons are negatively charged are leptons.3

Figure 2: Aspects of field.

3 To do this, wewould either need a new clauseElectrons are negatively charged and they are leptons,
or we would need to add in the conjunction and: Electrons are negatively charged and leptons. Doing
this adds in a different type of structure called a univariate structure, introduced next.
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By contrast, a univariate structure consists of only one type of function, but this
function can typically be repeated or iterated. An example of a univariate structure
in English is the complexing of words. In the example atoms, molecules, and ions,
each word plays a similar role in relation to the others in the sense that they all have
very similar grammatical possibilities. In addition, there may be an indefinite
number of words, as shown by (13) and (14). By convention, this structure is pre-
sented in SFL with numbers ‘1 ^ 2 ^ 3’ (or in other cases through Greek letters).

(13) atoms molecules and ions
1 2 3

(14) atoms molecules ions protons and neutrons
1 2 3 4 5

These two types of structure are summarized as Table 1.

As we will see, these two types of structure provide a useful means of
distinguishing the different organizations of each type of chemical formalism.
Combinedwith an interpretation of their meanings through field, wewill be able to
see not only what meanings they construe but also how they construe these
meanings.

4 Chemical formalisms

This section will view each formalism individually from the perspectives of both
field and types of structure. This will offer a means of comparing each resource in
terms of how they are organized and the technical meanings they put forward in
the section that follows. Following this, we will bring each formalism together to
compare them in terms of a “semiotic typology.” In the following sections, we will
first focus on chemical formulas before moving on to structural formulas and
chemical equations.

Table : Types of structure (following Halliday  []).

Types Characteristics Examples

Multivariate Distinct functions occurring once Electrons are negatively charged
Carrier Process Attribute

Univariate Similar functions indefinitely iterative atoms molecules ions
  

Semiotic typology of chemical formalisms 11



4.1 Chemical formulas

Chemical formulas are a means of representing chemical substances that are used
from early secondary school. In chemical formulas, the core symbols represent the
elements that constitute a chemical substance. Each symbol is one or two letters
taken from the Latin name of the substance (Berzelius 1814: 51). For example, in
the chemical formula CO (carbon monoxide), C is taken from ‘carbon’ and O from
‘oxygen’. These symbols may or may not have subscript numbers, depicting the
quantity of the atoms. For example, the chemical formula CO2 (carbon dioxide)
contrasts with CO (carbon monoxide) by virtue of the subscript ‘2’ attached to the
symbol O, which indicates that there are two oxygen atoms for every carbon atom.

Focusingfirst on the grammatical structure illustrated by chemical formulas, we
can see that a key feature is their capability for including an indefinite number of
chemical symbols, which allows them to represent increasingly complex chemical
compounds. Chemical formulas may have only one chemical symbol to represent a
single substance, for example, hydrogen gas (H) in (15):

(15) H2

Or they can include two chemical symbols to represent a compound, such as for
water (H, O):

(16) H2O

Or they can include three chemical symbols to represent amore complex compound,
such as for hypochlorous acid (H, Cl, O):

(17) HClO

Indeed in principle, chemical formalisms can include indefinitely more symbols, so
long as the represented chemical species exists.4 For example, the formula for
amidephrine in (18) involves five symbols (C, H, N, O, S; most of which additionally
have subscripts).

(18) C10H16N2O3S

In terms of the structure of the overall chemical formula, each symbol plays the same
role. That is, there is no “central element” within the formula that all the others are
dependent on (as O’Halloran 2005 also argues formathematical symbolism). This can

4 The one key restriction is that in chemical formulas, normally only non-metallic element symbols
can iterate. H, O, and Cl all represent non-metallic elements. This is important for certain aspects of
the grammar, but it does not affect the argument here and so will not be explored. See Yu (2021) for
more detail.
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be seen by virtue of the fact that no individual element must occur for any others to
occur – they are relatively freely combinable (presuming the chemical molecule
exists). Thus, from the perspective of grammatical structure introduced above, the
fact that chemical symbols can be iterated indefinitely and perform the same
grammatical function indicates that chemical formulas are organized through a
univariate structure.5 This structure enables chemical formulas to represent an
indefinitelywide range of chemical elements within any individual substance, which
enables it to be malleable to any particular chemical compound. Univariate struc-
tures are common in academic formalisms, as they allow an indefinite number of
elements to be related at once, which helps build the highly intricate sets of technical
meaning needed in science (Doran 2019).

To complement this view of chemical formulas from the perspective of their
grammatical structure, we can also consider them in terms of the general content
meanings they realize. In terms of the model of field introduced above, chemical
formulas primarily realize a compositional (part-whole) relation. For example, H2O
comprises a two-level compositional taxonomy, where the whole is the water
molecule itself, and the parts are the two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen. Similarly,
HClO represents hypochlorous acid as the whole, with its component parts being one
hydrogen, one chlorine, and one oxygen atom.6

Combined with the iterative structure of the grammar, this interpretation from
field means that chemical formulas can realize indefinitely expandable composition
taxonomies. This expansion occurs in terms of the breadth of the compositional
taxonomy: every added chemical symbol is part of themolecule at “the same level” as
all the others. Elements are all “parts” of the whole molecule, rather than showing
new molecules or parts of the elements themselves – the electrons, protons, and

5 This description contrasts with Liu’s (2011: 160) argument that chemical formulas involve a rank-
shifted “reactive process” encoding the meaning of a reaction. Liu’s analysis is based on the original
Berzelian formulas used in the nineteenth century fromwhich themodern chemical formulas shown
in this paper are derived. In the original Berzelian formulas, two element symbols are connected by a
plus sign, for example, ‘C +O’ for carbonmonoxide. However, Berzelius later dispensedwith the plus
sign and set element symbols side by side (Brock 1993: 154), for example, CO for carbonmonoxide. Liu
took the plus sign as signalling a reaction and the formula as a configuration of participants and
process, which he suggests leads to the analysis of the modern chemical formulas as a rank-shift
reactive process. However, this no longer occurs for modern chemical formulas (and we would also
dispute the interpretation of the plus sign as indicating a reaction, though the arguments for this are
beyond the scope of this paper). While an intriguing historical development, the reactive interpre-
tation of chemical formulas does not best account for the current synchronic system.
6 As noted above, there are othermeanings being realised by these formulas. However, aswe are not
presenting an exhaustive description in this paper but rather a comparative description for three
different formalisms, we will leave them aside here. Needless to say, this does not affect our overall
argument. See Yu (2021) for more details.
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neutrons thatmake up the elements (i.e., they do not allow for expanding the depth of
the compositional taxonomy).7

The relation between the grammatical organization and field-specific meanings
realized in chemical formulas can be summarized as Table 2.

The indefinite expansion of the compositional taxonomy in chemical formulas
enables a relatively efficient view of the overarching composition of substances. As
wewill see, structural formulas offer similar meanings but additionally add a spatial
layout.

4.2 Structural formulas

As noted above, structural formulas show how atoms are bonded to one another in
molecules (Ebbing and Gammon 2008: 57). They consist of two main components:
chemical symbols representing atoms, and lines representing covalent bonds. For
example, Figure 3 presents a structural formula of hydrogen chloride. The symbols
‘H’ and ‘Cl’ represent hydrogen and chlorine atoms, and the line between the symbols
denotes a single covalent bond.

One of the key differences between structural formulas and chemical formulas is
that structural formulas can present different types of covalent bonds, while
chemical formulas cannot. For example, the structural formula of hydrogen cyanide,

Table : The grammatical organization and field-specific meanings realized in chemical formulas.

Grammatical organization Field-specific meanings realized

Univariate structure (iteration of symbols) Breadth of composition taxonomy

ClH

Figure 3: The structural formula of hydrogen chloride.

7 Certain types of formula known as ionic formulas can show the particular positive or negative
charges of a molecule (a property), for example, the superscript ‘2–’ in CO3

2–, that implies one
aspect of the composition of elements in terms of electrons. However, it does not specify the
entire electron, proton, and neutron configuration itself. This is contrasted with nuclear
equations used in physics which do indicate the composition of elements in terms of their proton
and neutron structures (Doran 2019) through superscript numbers such as 235 and 92 attached to U
in 235

92U + 1
0n/ 236

92U
* / 144

56Ba + 89
36Kr + 3 1

0n, indicating that Uranium 235 includes 92 protons and
235 nucleons.
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shown in Figure 4, includes two different lines, representing two types of covalent
bonds: the single line between H and C indicates a single bond, and the three lines
between C and N indicate a triple bond.

The second key difference between structural formulas and chemical formulas
is that structural formulas can arrange symbols along multiple spatial dimensions.
This was illustrated in Figure 1 above where the hydrogen symbols were positioned
in diagonal directions in relation to the oxygen symbol. The relative locations of the
symbols in the two-dimensional space depict the shape of how the atoms are bonded
in water molecules. This means that structural formulas present in some sense the
geometry of molecules.

Structural formulas can in fact represent spatial organization in three di-
mensions. In Figure 5, for example, the solid wedge ( ) linking N with H indicates
an arrangement out of the page, while the dashed wedge ( ) linking N with H
indicates an arrangement into the page.

This spatial arrangement uses the affordances that arise from its imagic orga-
nization, in contrast to the symbolic arrangement of chemical formulas. But to
generalize structural formulas as “images,” with a presumption that this involves
similar grammatical structures to other images (described by, say, Kress and van
Leeuwen 2021 or O’Toole 1994), is to miss the highly specialized and tightly con-
strained grammar they show. Indeed, in many respects, structural formulas show a
more similar grammatical organization to the chemical formulas discussed above
than to other types of images.

To see this, we will once again begin by viewing structural formulas in terms of
their predominant grammatical structure. Like chemical formulas, a key feature of
structural formulas is the possibility of iterating chemical symbols and connectors.
For example, an expansion of the formulas shown in Figures 1, 3, 4, and 5 above is
given in Figure 6, where a polyethenemolecule is realized by an indefinite number of
symbols and connectors.

H

H

N

H

Figure 5: A structural formula showing a three-dimensional arrangement.

CH N

Figure 4: The structural formula of hydrogen cyanide.
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Similarly, like chemical formulas, structural formulas do not involve any
“central” element upon which the rest depends. Each symbol performs the same
function as the others, grammatically speaking. Thus, just like chemical formulas, the
possibility for indefinite repetition of symbols with each performing the same
function indicates that structural formulas are best modelled as univariate struc-
tures. However, in contrast to chemical formulas that involve linear iteration of
symbols, structural formulas allow symbols to be iterated in different directions in
two-dimensional space, as shown in Figure 7.8

In terms of field, again like chemical formulas, structural formulas realize a
composition taxonomy. The symbols and connectors (the lines between symbols)
indicate parts of the molecule as a whole. This means that, like chemical formulas,
the univariate structure in structural formulas also expands the breadth of
composition taxonomy. But it does more than this. The spatial arrangement addi-
tionally allows for two dimensions of expanding compositional breadth. Thus,
structural formulas add a spatial property to the compositional taxonomy that allows
two avenues for expanding the breadth of its compositional taxonomy. This means
the elements within structural formulas are not just specified as unordered com-
ponents of a molecule but are also ordered in relation to each other.

Figure 6: The structural formula of polyethene.

Figure 7: The structural formula of hexane.

8 The third dimension, in or out of the page, does not allow for iteration in this regard – only the
horizontal and vertical dimensions, reflecting challenges of representing three dimensions in a two-
dimensional space.
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These spatial arrangements of symbols, to some extent, reflect how chemistry
conceives of a molecule’s actual structure. This gives structural formulas its seem-
ingly “mixed” feature of being “half-symbolic and half-iconic” (Hoffmann and Laszlo
1991: 10). The importance of this spatial property is that it plays a significant role in
making explicit molecules’ chemical properties for those who understand the
formalism. For example, the different spatial arrangements of ‘ –O–H’ (circled red)
shown in Figure 8 form two distinct molecules, known as butan-1-ol and butan-2-ol,
with different physical and chemical properties (Chan et al. 2019: 286). However, this
difference is perceivable only in structural formulas. The compositional makeup of
the molecules is the same, which means the two molecules are not distinguished in
chemical formulas – they both share the formula C4H10O. But by adding in the spatial
organization in structural formulas they can be distinguished as in Figure 8.

Synthesizing thedescription of structural formulas,we can say that thefield-specific
meanings realized by structural formulas include twomain components, a composition
taxonomy and its spatial properties, and their grammar is organized primarily around a
univariate structure, which works to expand the breadth of the composition taxonomy
along multiple dimensions. The relation between the grammatical organization and the
field-specific meanings realized is summarised in Table 3.

Here it is worth re-emphasizing that despite chemical formulas being primarily
“symbolic” and structural formulas being “imagic,” they display a remarkably
similar structure and overlap considerably in terms of the ideational meanings they
show. This illustrates the benefit of taking a typological approach to regions of

Figure 8: The structural formulas of butan-1-ol (left) and butan-2-ol (right).

Table : The grammatical organization and the field-specific meanings realized in structural formulas.

Grammatical organization Field-specific meanings realized

Univariate structure
(iteration of symbols along different dimensions)

Breadth of composition taxonomy
Spatial properties
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semiosis, as we are doing here, as it allows us to move beyond common-sense
distinctions such as “images” and “symbols.” As noted above, structural formulas
display many more similarities to their symbolic counterparts than with other types
of images. The comparison so far also suggests a significance of the internal structure
of substances for the discipline of chemistry. Indeed, aswewill see, although inmany
respects chemical equations are quite distinct from the formulas above, they do in
fact include chemical formulas as one of their components, thus also presenting the
composition of substances. This emphasis on composition contrasts with disciplines
such as physics that heavily rely on mathematics, where the interdependency of
properties is paramount, rather than compositional structure (Doran 2021).

4.3 Chemical equations

Chemical equations show reactions that different substances undergo to form prod-
ucts. For example in (19),methane, representedbyCH4, andoxygen gas, representedby
O2, react to form two new substances, carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O):

(19) CH4(g) + 2O2(g) / CO2(g) + 2H2O(l)

In comparison to chemical formulas and structural formulas, chemical equations
display a considerablymore complex grammar, and sowewill discuss them in terms
of their different levels –what in SFL is called ranks. There are three main ranks we
will deal with: the equation, the term, and the formula.9 The equation rank (rela-
belled from Liu’s “clause” rank, so as to more closely align with chemistry termi-
nology) refers to the highest level in a chemical equation. For example, the entirety of
(19) comprises the rank of equation. Themain constituents of an equation include the
whole set of symbols on the left side of the arrow, known as the reactants
CH4(g) + 2O2(g), the arrow/, and the set of symbols on the right side of the arrow,
known as the products CO2(g) + 2H2O(l).

Within the reactants and products are the terms. In (19) above, the terms are the
sets of symbols related by a plus sign +: CH4(g), 2O2(g), CO2(g), and 2H2O(l) (Taber
2009: 88). Within each term is a chemical formula (such as H2O in 2H2O[l]), which
follows the same organization as the chemical formulas above, aswell as a numerical
coefficient (the first 2 in 2H2O[l]) indicating the quantity of the chemical species in the
reaction, and a symbol giving the state ([l] for liquid in 2H2O[l]). These three levels are
summarized in Table 4.

9 There is one further rank below the formula called the symbol, however we will not explore this
here as it does not extend the argument being put forward. It is worth noting that the description of
ranks put forward by Yu (2021) diverges from that of Liu (2011). However, once again the argu-
mentation for this is beyond the scope of this paper.
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To understand the overarching organization of chemical equations and the
meanings they realize, we will step through each level in turn.

In terms of the predominant grammatical structure of chemical equations, at the
equation rank, Equation (19) is composed of three parts that can be accounted for
through three distinct functions shown in (20):

(20) CH4(g) + 2O2(g) / CO2(g) + 2H2O(l)
Reactant Relator Product

The left and right sides are labelled differently as Reactant and Product as they
perform distinct functions. This is illustrated by the fact that the two sides cannot be
swapped without changing the ideational meaning of the equation. By swapping the
sides in (19), the initial starting point of the reaction and its result are different –
i.e., their ideational meaning changes. In addition, none of the elements in chemical
equations are iterative at the equation rank as it is not possible to add another arrow
and iterate the terms. For example, Equation (21) does not occur (* indicates an
example that is not well-formed):10

(21) * CΗ4(g) + 2Ο2(g) / CΟ2(g) + 2Η2Ο(l) / H2CO3(aq)

As the two sides of the equation perform distinct functions and are not iterative,
chemical equations can be considered amultivariate structure (Halliday 1981 [1965]).
In some sense, this multivariate structure is determined by the arrow’s direction-
ality, which strictly defines the roles of the two surrounding sides, with the left being
reactants and the right being products. However, there is another type of reaction
arrow in chemical equations that occurs in what is called “reversible equations”
(Brown et al. 2012: 613). As indicated by its name, a reversible equation represents a
reaction that can go forward and backward. For example, (22) represents a reversible

Table : Ranks of chemical equations.

Rank Example

equation CH(g) + O(g) / CO(g) + HO(l)
term HO(l)
formula HO

10 Here we can again contrast chemical equations that are not iterative with nuclear equations in
physics that are highly iterative (Doran 2019). For example, there are three expressions linked by
two arrows in 235

92U + 1
0n/ 236

92U
* / 144

56Ba + 89
36Kr + 3 1

0n and in principle there can be indefinitely
more. Despite their apparent similarity, nuclear equations and chemical equations are in fact quite
distinct.
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reaction betweennitrogen gas (N2) and hydrogen gas (H2), and liquid ammonia (NH3).
It denotes that nitrogen gas first reacts with hydrogen gas to form ammonia liquid,
which then decomposes back into nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas.

(22) N2(g) + 3H2(g) ⇆ 2NH3(l)

The double arrow indicates there is a sequential order between the forward reac-
tion – nitrogen gas first reacts with hydrogen gas to form ammonia liquid – that
comes first, and the reverse reaction – ammonia liquid decomposes into nitrogen
and hydrogen gas – that follows. That is, for both irreversible equations using ‘/’

and reversible equations using ‘⇆’, chemical reactions always start from the left.
Although the reaction itself goes back and forth (what we will call a cyclical activity
below), grammatically speaking, elementswithin reversible equations still cannot be
iterated. That is, constructions like (23), withmultiple arrows and a third set of terms,
do not occur:

(23) *N2(g) + 3H2(g) ⇆ 2NH3(l) ⇆ NH3(l) + NH3(l)

The back and forth in reversible reactions occur until they reach “an equilibrium
state” (Taber 2009: 96), where the concentrations of reactants and products no longer
change with time. This means that although grammatically speaking reversible
equations share the same structural configuration as irreversible equations of
“Reactant ^ Relator ^ Product,” they realize slightly different types of activities in
terms of field. Irreversible equations realize linear activities and reversible equa-
tions realize cyclical activities. Importantly, however, neither of these activities can
be iterated due to the equations’ multivariate structure.

At the rank below, terms are usually composed of three components: coefficients,
chemical formulas, and state symbols (Ebbing and Gammon 2008: 73). For example, in
2H2O(l), ‘2’ is the coefficient that specifies the number of units of the molecule, ‘H2O’ is
the chemical formula that indicates the chemical species and ‘(l)’ is the state symbol
which indicates the physical state (liquid). ‘2H2O(l)’ thus indicates that there are two
units ofwatermolecules in liquid state.With respect to the term’s functional structure,
once again, none of the elements are iterative and they all perform distinct functions.
Thus, we also treat terms as a multivariate structure, as in (24).

(24) 2 H2O (l)
Quantity Species State

There are two primary reasons for proposing this multivariate structure. One is that
the sequence of the elements is strictly defined and does not allow variations. It is not
possible to place a coefficient in between a chemical formula and a state symbol,
(e.g.*H2O2(l)), or place a state symbol in the middle (*2(l)H2O). This suggests they
perform distinct functions. The other reason for proposing a multivariate structure
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is that none of the elements are iterative. It is not possible to repeat coefficients,
chemical formulas, or state symbols. Thus, being non-iterative, elements in a term
are best modelled as multivariate.11

However, in contrast to the multivariate structure of the broader equations
that realize activities, the multivariate structure of terms construes two types
of property. The function Quantity specifies the number of units of a chemical
species, construing what Doran and Martin (2021) refer to as a gauged property. This
property allows chemical equations to establish quantitative relations of reactions
(Simon 1926: 1306). More specifically, it specifies the molar ratios in which the
chemical species react and are formed. For example, in the chemical equation
CH4(g) + 2O2(g)/ CO2(g) + 2H2O(l), methane gas (CH4) and oxygen gas (O2) molecules
react in a ratio of one to two, and carbon dioxide (CO2) andwatermolecules (H2O) are
formed in the same ratio.

In addition to gauged properties, terms realize another type of property –

qualitative properties, construed by the function of State. For example, the ‘(l)’ in
2H2O(l) represents that the water is in liquid state. Whereas the gauged property
given by the numerical coefficient enables chemical equations to describe the
quantitative relations of a reaction at the microscopic level (the molecule level), the
qualitative property given by the state symbol allows for construing chemical
reactions at the macroscopic level (the material world that can be sensed), i.e., it
describes the physical states of chemical species observed in chemical reactions.
Viewed in terms of a well-known conceptualization of chemistry knowledge called
Johnstone’s (1991) chemical triplet, the two field properties thus bridge two levels of
chemistry knowledge: the macroscopic and microscopic, all the while construing
these in terms of Johnstone’s third level called symbolic knowledge.

Looking further, although the internal organization of terms displays a multi-
variate structure, there can be an indefinite number of terms within any Reactant or
Product. Each term is separated by a ‘+’. For example, (25)–(27) illustrate that on
either side of a chemical equation, there can be one term as in the right side of (25),
two terms as in the left side of (25), three terms as in the right side of (26), and four
terms as in the right side of (27):

(25) C(s) + O2(g) / CO2(g)

(26) 2CaSO4(s) →
Δ
2CaO(s) + 2SO2(g) + O2(g)

11 This again contrasts with Liu’s (2011: 160) interpretation of terms. Drawing on O’Halloran’s (2005)
description of mathematical symbolisms, Liu takes a term such as 2H2 as a rank-shifted operative
process involving a multiplication symbol × as in ‘2 × H2’. However, an issue immediately arises by
virtue of the fact that no such construction involving a multiplication symbol actually occurs – the
analysis again transfers descriptive features from mathematics into chemical symbolism, rather
than describing chemical symbolism on its own terms.
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(27) 2KMnO4(aq) + 16HCl(aq) / 2KCl(aq) + 2MnCl2(aq) + 5Cl2(g) + 8H2O(l)

Theoretically, there can be no limit to the number of terms that can occur within
either side of a chemical equation. This means that terms are indefinitely iterative
and thus best modelled as a univariate structure.

In terms of field, each side of a chemical equation and the terms within it form a
whole-part relation within the reactants or products – a composition taxonomy. For
example, the left side of (28) shows that reactants (left-side) for the chemical reaction
consist of two chemical species, methane (CH4) and oxygen gas (O2), while the
products (right side) are composed of carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O).

(28) CH4(g) + 2O2(g) / CO2(g) + 2H2O(l)

The iterative structure means that term complexes can indefinitely expand the
breadth of the composition taxonomy and allow chemical equations to construe
chemical reactions that involve as many reactants or products as possible, enabling
them to represent extremely complex reactions.

As the constituents of terms are chemical formulas (discussed in Section 3.1
above), this provides another layer of composition given in chemical equations, as
described above. Together, chemical equations construe three levels of composition
taxonomies, two of which can expand indefinitely through a univariate structure.
The highest level of the composition taxonomy on each side of the arrow is the
reactants and products. At the next level within each of these are the substances
indicated by the terms. And finally at the lowest level are the atoms within the
substances, given by the chemical symbols within chemical formulas. This is illus-
trated for the right side of CH4(g) + 2O2(g) / CO2(g) + 2H2O(l) in Figure 9.

Viewed together with the equation rank (realizing an activity), we can view the
full equation as an activity oriented toward changing the compositional taxonomy,
as illustrated in Figure 10 for the entire equation (17):12

Figure 9: Composition taxonomy of reactants.

12 More specifically, the equation is oriented toward changing the configuration of the bottom level
of the taxonomy – the atoms – into different combinations at the second level – the substances. The
type and number of atoms at the bottom level does not change.
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Overall, viewed in relation to structural formulas and chemical formulas,
chemical equations thus show deeper composition taxonomies than the other two
formalisms, as well as changing composition. Bringing this all together, we can view
the various types of meaning being made in chemical equations as in Table 5.

5 A semiotic typology of chemical formalisms

With the analysis of the grammatical organization and field-specific meanings of
each formalism completed, we are now in a position to take a typological view of
these formalisms in terms of their similarities and differences and interpret what
this suggests about the knowledge of chemistry that students need to learn.

In terms of the field-specific meanings they present, the first thing that can be
said is that all three formalisms are heavily oriented toward composition. Chemical
formulas and structural formulas present chemical elements as constituting chem-
ical substances, and chemical equations additionally present different chemical
substances as constituting reactants or products. Viewed grammatically, the elabo-
ration of compositional relations are the meanings for which univariate structures
are used. As Table 6 below shows, each univariate structure in the formalisms is
oriented to indefinitely expanding the breadth of taxonomies. By contrast, every

Table : The grammatical organization and field-specific meanings realized in chemical equations.

Grammatical
organization

Field-specific
meanings realized

Examples

Multivariate structure
at the equation rank

activities

Multivariate structure
at the term rank

properties (quantities
and physical states) of
substances

Univariate structure at
the term rank

breadth of composi-
tion taxonomy of
chemical substances
involved in a chemical
reaction

Univariate structure at
the formula rank

breadth of composi-
tion taxonomy of
elements within
chemical substances
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other type of meaning – spatial, qualitative and quantitative properties, and activ-
ities – is realized by non-iterativemultivariate structures. Indeed, each of these types
of meanings can be interpreted as “adorning” the basic compositional orientation of
the formalisms: chemical formulas use the subscripts of numbers to quantify the
number of any individual part of a chemical substance (e.g., the 2 in H2O); structural
formulas use the imagic layout to arrange the parts of the substance along three
dimensions; chemical equations use their overarching equations to show change in
composition. Overarchingly, then, these formulas are largely concerned with
building and modifying part-whole relations. These meanings are captured in
Table 6, which shows the distinctions between the heavily composition-oriented
univariate structures, and the more varied multivariate structures.

Viewed in relation to one another, Table 6 suggests that in some sense, structural
formulas and chemical equations “build upon” chemical formulas. Chemical for-
mulas construe the basic composition taxonomy of atoms within chemical sub-
stances, structural formulas add in spatial properties giving the layout of the atoms

Table : Overview of the three chemical formalisms.

Types of structure

Univariate Multivariate

Field
meanings

composition Chemical formula (composition breadth –

elements within chemical species)
Structural formula (composition breadth –
elements within chemical species)
Chemical equation (term rank: composi-
tion breadth – chemical species within
reactants or products; formula rank:
composition breadth – elements within
chemical species)

activity Chemical equation: Equation rank
(activities changing composition)

property Structural formula
(Three-dimensional spatial prop-
erty of elements within chemical
species)

Chemical equation: term rank
(gauged – number of chemical
species
qualitative – physical states)
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in the substances, and chemical equations add in an extra level to the composition
taxonomy, somemore properties and an activity aimed at changing the composition.
Put another way, as students move from chemical formulas through to structural
formulas and chemical equations, the field-specific meanings they must understand
significantly increase (in Maton 2014’s terms, there is stronger semantic density –

increased complexity of meaning).

6 Disciplinary affordance of chemical formalisms

Academic formalisms are developed to organize particularmeanings that are crucial
for the development of knowledge in specific disciplines. Univariate structures are
prevalent across academic formalisms as they allow indefinitely complex meanings
to be realized, but what type of meanings they realize varies with the discipline
(Doran 2019). For example, mathematics in the sciences and social sciences, tree
diagrams and systemnetworks in linguistics, and nuclear equations in physics are all
largely organized around univariate structures, but the field-specific meanings
they realize differ greatly. Mathematical symbolisms construe indefinitely large
interdependencies between properties, tree diagrams in linguistics tend to realize
indefinitely deep or broad composition taxonomies, system networks in linguistics
organize indefinitely deep and broad classification taxonomies, and nuclear equa-
tions construe indefinitely long activities (Doran 2019). We can see that a similar
pattern occurs in chemical formalisms. Each of the three formalisms investigated in
this paper involves a number of univariate structures that allow for indefinite
expansion, and these univariate structures are largely oriented toward building
breadth in composition. In addition, they each display distinct multivariate struc-
tures, construing activities, properties, and composition taxonomies. In this sense,
chemical formalisms align with the patterns found in other formalisms across
disciplines.

However, by having three distinct types of formalism, all centred around
composition but with different types of meaning adorning them, students learning
chemistry are offered flexibility to shift between perspectives for construing the
technical knowledge in chemistry. This gives these formalisms their disciplinary
affordances (Fredlund et al. 2012) as they enable students to understand each of “the
composition and structure of materials and of the changes that materials undergo”
(Ebbing and Gammon 2008: 2). This knowledge allows students and chemists not only
to differentiate compounds sharing the same chemical formulas (Goodwin 2008: 119)
but also to account for the compounds’ chemical behaviour (Weininger 1998: 19).

Overall, the formalisms explored in this paper are complementary to each
other – each presents chemical substances’ compositions while potentially adding
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other meanings. The typological analysis of the formalisms in terms of their gram-
matical organization and field-specific meanings thus provides a useful under-
standing of how similar or different the components of chemistry knowledge could
be in ways that can be related to similar analyses for other semiotic resources
including language. This is important for informing the development of literacy
pedagogy that can facilitate teaching and learning chemistry across language,
images, and the wide range of formalisms. However, this is only the first step. Access
to the highly valued knowledge of chemistry, or indeed any discipline, requires
students to be able to read and write the highly specialised discourse of the subject.
This necessitates an understanding of how these formalisms are used in relation to
images and language across contexts. Having an understanding of such formalisms
in terms of meaning offers a pathway for doing just that. From this, we can see how
different field-specific meanings are carried over from chemical formulas, chemical
equations and structural formulas into language and image, and how different
semiotic resources may be used for different purposes.
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